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Parents and Players,

Welcome to the 2018-19 Mini Metro 6th grade team. I want to say upfront how excited I am to
be coaching your son at this next elite level of competitive basketball. I look forward to working with this
team in building their skills and love of basketball in pursuit of their development as young men.

Coaching Philosophy and Approach

My philosophy is centered around 5 basic principles that form our team culture as reflected in
our team code. Those principles are Teamwork, Accountability, Execution,  Ownership, and
Communication. Our Team Code forms the phrase ‘WE WIN BY’ and It is our collective contract
within the team to each other and to the parents and other players and coaches. These standards
are non-negotiable within the team and form the basis of how we will pursue excellence as a team
Winning in our culture is the growth of our players as citizens and young men in learning the
value of hard work, commitment to each other, and growth as athletes If I feel players are not
actively and positively contributing to this climate I will ask you for your support in identifying and
correcting issues. I will ask a player to explore playing rec league or on the 5-6 Mini-Metro “B” level
team if the behavior has a wholly negative impact on team morale and work ethic. This is an
absolute last resort but adheres to my principle that players need to ‘believe or leave’ in our culture.

TEAM CODE

WE WIN BY

We are accountable

Execute our offense and defense.

 

We communicate

Insist being ready for practice and game day.

Never get negative, nervous, or lazy.

Believe in the team or leave-no Energy Vampires

You own your mistakes, you learn from them, you get after it.
 

Expectations of Players

There is a contract that all players and parents will have to sign and return by the 2nd official
practice of the season, which is included in this letter in a separate document. Please make sure your
player understand what will be expected of them during the season and please make sure you
understand your role in supporting them as well.
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Expectations of Parents

I’m always available to speak to a parent about any issues in person, through email or through
phone calls.  There are a few expectations I have for parents, particularly regarding games and game
day, to help guide the time and place of discussions on game results or player performance

1. Do not coach from the stands. Players will have enough going on through the course of a
game processing communication from the bench, the refs, and teammates. Please just sit back
and enjoy the game and save any constructive feedback for players until after the game.

2. Do not heckle or harass referees, opposing team coaches, players or parents
3. Choose convenient times to talk about games(not during practice, right before games, or

right after games)
4. Playing time will not be equal like it was in rec league. I state this upfront for the simple

reason that mini-metro rules do not mandate coaches play all players equally. Players will have
to earn their spots in the rotation through competitive drills and play in practices in the Practice
Crucible which is explained in their handbook.

5. Please have your player at practice or games on time. We have 2 practices at 90 minutes
which for the level of competitive play we will see isn’t very much time at all.  I will ask players to
be at practice at least 10 minutes prior to the start to warm up and be ready. I also ask that if
your son has other sports commitments (skiing or indoor soccer) that they prioritize our team
first when attending practices or games. Players that can only practice once per week will not
contribute to our team’s success and should think about playing rec league where the
commitment is less strenuous.

Practices

Practices are mandatory and skipping them for any reason will affect playing time. I ask that
you notify me as soon as you know your player can’t make it to practice. If a player misses a
practice without some sort of communication prior to practice I will have to consider benching them
for an upcoming game.

Practices will be demanding both physically and mentally. Players need to be ready by
drinking plenty of water, getting plenty of rest, and eating well. In order to build a team with our 5
principles of Teamwork, Accountability, Execution, Ownership, and Communication,
practices will push players out of their comfort zones. This isn’t meant to bully or harass
anyone, but last season my focus wasn’t on having a disciplined and focused team beyond just
saying those phrases. This year we need to live our 5 core principles as a team, players, and
coaches in order to win games and be successful as a team. This starts with practices that are
competitive and build on learning about accountability and execution.

Please let me know of any documented medical issues upfront, and of any injuries during
the season as soon as you can. To the maximum extent possible we will split practices between
CHMS and either BRMS or Jericho Elementary. Times and Days will be published shortly from the
league.
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Games

Games are on Sundays (typically late morning or afternoon) starting in November, Our home
court is Mt. Mansfield High School. Away games are typically within 1-hour commuting distance up
or down I-89 (St. Albans to Barre), but could be as far as Newport or Rutland. Please start thinking
about ride-sharing options now if that is something you’d like to do with another family. The games
are 4 quarters of 6 minutes with a short half-time. My understanding is that the VT AAU charges for
attendance to games (Typically $1 for students/seniors and $2 for adults) to pay for referees.

Volunteers

As of writing this letter, I have had Karl Vinson and JD Bugbee step forward to help as Asst
Coaches. I would like however to have a few people assist as Team Parents to coordinate
ridesharing, team photos, getting snacks, and water setup games (I can provide the ‘Gatorade’
bucket). Also, anyone with any formal medical, sports medicine/training background that could
potentially assist with on-court injuries would be helpful to know about. Anyone interested please
contact me prior to the first game in November.

Uniforms and Equipment

Uniforms will be provided as part of the registration fee for the season and should be
available within a few weeks. If there are any issues with uniforms please let me know right away.
Payers are expected to play with the complete uniforms they are given.

Balls and other training equipment are provided by the league or by the coaching staff.
Please make sure your player has a water bottle for practices and games and a set of good-quality
basketball shoes. They don’t need to be top-of-the-line Nike or Under Armor shoes, but they do
need to be new for this season and worn only for practice and games and not for everyday use.

Communication

As stated previously feel free to contact me through email, phone or text at anytime. I will
keep you updated as the season progresses with the schedules for games and practices and any
changes that occur. Please feel free to check out the Vermont Cats AAU mini-metro league web
page at http://www.vtcats.org/minimetro for information on rules and expectations from the AAU
league we will play in. I will also set up three additional ‘social media’ outlets for parents and
players to keep in touch with team news and to post-practice plans and any schedule changes

1. TeamSnap

2. i360 Player performance system

3. Facebook Page at

Ultimately my goal for our season is simply to challenge your sons to grow into solid citizen
players and teammates. Through basketball I want them to learn that these 5 core principles can
make them successful people in whatever they do on or off a court. Thank you for allowing your son
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to participate in our team. I look forward to an awesome and fun season ahead playing some
basketball at a higher level.

Coach Brian Huyler


